E lizabeth H oover

Smudge
Why don’t you write poetry about your childhood?
The question rattled a hot comma of shame around my ribs as I wandered
the Milwaukee Museum of Art. I’d stumbled into an exhibit of color photos
of New York City by Saul Leiter, an artist I’d never heard of.
I don’t understand why these poems need to be written or read. Your poems are
simply retellings of fact. Boring.
An exuberant city—benevolent, playful. The photos stilled my obsessive
replaying of my teacher’s comments. Instead, I gave into their frankness,
navigated their chaotic surfaces.
The wall text described the photos as “street photography”—a phrase I
associated with Leiter’s contemporaries W. Eugene Smith, Robert Frank, and
Walker Evans. In their stark black-and-white, the city is antagonist, every moment
an existential confrontation with the viewer. This style became synonymous
with the genre, and critical reception of their work over time created an aesthetic
orthodoxy of photographing urban spaces as bleak and hostile.
Leiter’s color photos are so counter to that aesthetic, I couldn’t help but
wonder if he was taking a stand against that orthodoxy.
O r were these just the pictures he wanted to take—was able to take—and
had no interest in wrestling with orthodoxy?
W hen I am being honest, I admit that I am attracted to Leiter’s work
not only because I love the colors, but also because I think of him as a failed
painter, and I am a failed poet.
Re-reading the catalogue from the exhibition years later, I realize I added
failed, overlaid my own narrative in the hope of finding a kindred spirit. The
catalogue simply says he quit rabbinical school and went to New York to study
painting with Richard Pousette-Dart. W hen Pousette-Dart started taking
photos, Leiter started taking photos.
It doesn’t say if he picked up the camera because he was a bad painter or
a good student or something else.
*
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I am a good student.
Once I was a student of the poet, LB, who writes—or at least used to—long
poems in the voices of historical figures. I wanted to write long poems in the
voices of historical figures. So I went to graduate school to study with him.
I wrote neat margin notes all down the right side of my classmates’
poems. Our classroom had tables in two arcs bolted to the floor so we sat
in rows facing him. The windowless room had a clock that ticked loudly but
moved erratically so we entered a timeless stupor as he riffled through his bag
stuffed with papers or drew inscrutable diagrams on the board.
We rarely got to everyone who was supposed to be workshopped because
LB often began class by reading the newspaper to us. I would—good student
that I am—take notes on the op-ed pieces he read.
One day we were discussing a poem that seemed to me to be about the
inability to write a poem about grief. During discussion, the idea occurred to
me that the poem enacted that failure in its form. The discovery felt like a
little sugar on the tip of my tongue.
This is a failed poem, I begin.
WJto are you to say a poem is failed? LB demands.
My voice stops in my throat—a little choke. I start again, flailing toward
what 1 want to say about the magnificence of failure, but he cut me off.
Don’t you think this poem deserves a better reader?
Thus began LB’s near-constant interruptions; always in the middle of
two thoughts so my ideas seemed mangy and cowering. It made me ashamed
of my voice and idea. It made me wonder if I had any sense at all.
One day during class break, I ran into SP in the women’s room. She
worked at the university and audited our workshops. In the bathroom’s
florescent light, the blonde hair on her cheeks stood out like fur against
her tan.
What’s up with you two? She asked, yanking an astonishing number of
paper towels from the dispenser.
1 don’t know. I guess he really doesn’t like me.
Oh, I thought you were sleeping together.
What?
He treats you like you’re lovers. Or he’s your dad.
I stopped speaking in workshop. Instead I marched my little margin
notes all the way down the page and onto the back where they grew into
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blocks of text. During class, I wrote down everything that was said to keep
busy and quiet.
At the time, I was bringing into workshop dramatic monologues in the
voices of lynch mob members. I would spend the afternoons in the law library
reading books about frontier justice and gathering historical facts.
One day we were passing around our poems, and LB groaned. Another?
He held up mine. You aren’t allowed to bring in any more of these, he said.
Why don’t you write about your childhood? he asked, making me feel like a
steak slapped on a bruise.
Telling this story, I worry if 1 am being clear, if I sound as if I am making
things up. What I fear the most is someone will call me crazy.
But the steak was female.
So too the bruise.
To LB, I was both—steak and bruise—stinking and spreading. His
exasperating task: keep me contained.

As I said, I am a good student.
Therefore I stopped writing about lynching. In fact, I stopped writing
all together.
Standing in front of Leiter’s photo of a bus idling next to a birch tree
spindling from a pearly sidewalk, I thought I could start again here. I could start
just by describing what I see.
I began using Leiter’s work to focus on what he called single and
unimportant things that are elevated by the force of his seeing and his rigorous
commitment to beauty.
Beauty turns a jar into a saint, an umbrella into a cathedral, a window
jamb into an altar.
The way the beauty of a foreign word replaces our need for its meaning.
A word such as fouchi d'artificio.
I learned that word from two Italian men at a roof party as we watched
the sky burst with color.
It was one of those parties where you don’t know anyone except your
date and you keep losing him.
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So you end up tottering up a spiral staircase and onto the roof deck. It’s
late summer, and you are freezing in your strapless silver dress. Unaccustomed
to heels, you stay on the roof because you are afraid to make your way back
down the staircase.
You notice the one with longer hair first. He’s wearing a blazer, jeans,
and a scarf the same color as his auburn ringlets. He tells you he is studying
conducting, and you say very clever things about the role of the conductor. You
agree that it is outrageous that some people think he isn’t really a musician.
The other man is shorter, balding to about mid-way up his skull. He
keeps asking aren’t you cold, aren’t you freezing? and rubbing your arm. He tells
you he is from Sicily and hunts octopus off the coast there, diving naked and
jamming a trident under rocks where the shy creature hides, surfacing slicked
with salt, ink, and blood.
And when your mouth gets wide with horror he laughs.
You are drunk and exhausted from a summer of failure. Their accents
are musical and funny. They think your garbling of their native tongue
is charming. It lets them touch your lips, pretending to show you how to
shape syllables.
Look at you, laughing in your pretty silver dress.
I have something I’d like to tell you, but I don’t think you’d understand.
You still believe something about your life—your rigor, your intellect—you
believe something about beauty.
You believe it makes you too precious to harm.
You’ve not yet begged through blood sounding like an animal or been a
mouth of pain gumming against the floor.
Never watched another act upon you and that action shear you off in
great slabs so all that remains is a kind of blurred smudge.
No, in that moment, you still believe in beauty and why not? You have
it. You pronounce the word perfectly, not knowing it’s the last word he will
hear you say.

LB asks to see me in his office.
He offers me a low armchair that refuses to allow me to sit up straight,
then shuts the door.
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The latch click cracks against my windpipe.
I’ve been thinking of you all summer, he murmurs as he sits in his desk chair,
palms cradling the back of his head.
I open my notebook and pretend to look for a blank page.
You’re one of the best poets I’ve ever worked with.
He leans back further, a silhouette against the window.
/ know I gave you a hard time. I was just trying to make you a more nimble thinker.
If he had leaned forward and touched my knee, if he had leaned forward
and grabbed my thigh, if he had leaned forward and pressed me against the
bookshelf, I would have known how to react.
It would have been familiar, pedestrian, boring even.
But he leans further back into the window curtained by golden leaves
and talks about the importance of vulnerability as something I can discover
through my writing.
I want to tell him vulnerability runs ahead of me like a dog straining at a
leash; that it is the first thing a man sees; that its bark and froth blur me into
a figure without individual detail.
Instead, I listen while LB talks. I sit very still, crunched in my defeated
spine, and take careful notes while ribbons of flesh spool off my person.
Whether LB says best or boring doesn’t matter because neither contain
information, and I am something different than both.

Once you were a pretty girl at a roof party.
Once you were a scholarly poet writing about the nature of historical
violence in unbending hexameter.
Now you are someone who watches a lot of television.
You eat boxes of vegetarian “chicken” nuggets while watching marathons
of cop shows or shows about serial killers.
Most of the serial killers are “sexual sadists” who torture women in ways
that cause the FBI agents to pinch their handsome faces and make heroic
choices that run counter to procedural rules but are ultimately rewarded.
They rarely arrest the killer. Instead there is a standoff with a gun to a
woman’s head.
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The FBI agents try to talk the killer into putting the gun down, but a
sniper or a rookie agent who doesn’t know if he has what it takes shoots the
killer in the head.
The woman screams and is whisked into an ambulance where a pretty
blonde agent rubs her shoulder and tells her it’s all over.
You mix mayonnaise with barbeque sauce, dribbling the pink mixture on
your bathrobe. If you could see yourself, you’d be ashamed. But you are already
ashamed, and all you can see is that pretty agent stroking memory clean.
Sometimes you go up to the screen and press your face against her
pixelated hand.

You left this blank.
The doctor’s sheet straight hair goes all the way to her waist.
The form I filled out in the waiting room has been scanned and now
appears on the doctor’s tablet. She holds out the tablet, tapping on the blank
box, but I d on’t know if I am allowed to touch the expensive equipment.
This one. “Have you ever had an unwanted sexual encounter?” You left it blank.
I didn’t know what it meant, I say.
I tick back—a process that began in the waiting room when I had to
write how many sexual partners I had. Were they wanted and, if so, what did
I want? W hat did I want with that man who grew all the tomatoes? W hat
did I want with that man who took me to the big cat rescue center where we
watched a lion snarl through an entire cow’s head? The idea of wanting no
longer made sense, the idea has drained out of me.
The doctor gathers her curtain of hair and tucks it behind her shoulder.
It means has anyone ever forced you to have sex with them.
Tears spring, unwanted.
This begins a series of tests.
The doctor is kind and tries to distract me during the exams by telling
me about her work in rural Indiana where she takes a mobile clinic and is
attacked and threatened.
I can see her rectangle of bangs floating above the sheet they spread
over my legs. It bobs up and down as she tells me stories about rocks thrown
through her windshield.
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At home, I think of her heroism, and it makes me want to do something.
So I try. I try writing. I open the catalogue of Leiter’s photographs and if
l can’t think of anything, I just write down a list of colors.
I keep the lists in notebooks like clues because I know from watching this
s how it starts—this is how we get to the pretty agent’s hand.
*

run into SP on campus. She’s coming from the art library.
Sometimes when I don t know what to write I look at art, she explains without
ny asking. I’m thinking of applying to the MFA program, the one you’re in. I am so
’urnt out working and taking classes. My boss keeps writing me up for being late. Like
sn minutes. That’s not late. Anyway, how are you?
Good.
Oh my god. What was with LB last semester. Such a dick.
I shrug. I guess he didn’t like my poems.
I liked them! They just-she looks behind my shoulder, knitting her brow so
er fur ruffles-work really hard. You work really hard.
We end up eating salads from the cafeteria and talking about shit jobs
nd gossiping about people in our workshop.
We begin having lunch every Wednesday, sitting on the deck outside the
rt library or in her office if it rains.
When she invites me to church, I can’t think of an excuse so I say Sure.
During the service she whispers what will happen next and stills my
and as the collection plate goes by. Guests don’t have to give.
When it s time to pray, I stare at my folded hands and listen to the
uilding creak and settle. I feel the ache and itch of my wound that smugly
:fuses to heal. I think of the angle of the doctor’s bangs as she leans forward,
le kick that keeps her from getting close enough.
When we get to the part in the prayer about forgiveness, I think Even him?
ven her? Even that stupid bitch on the roof who thought beauty would save her?
*

1an attempt to better understand Leiter, I enroll in a photography class at
e community center.
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My photos are webbed white where the negative crinkled, draped in a
haze because I can’t get the aperture right, or unsettlingly lopsided in terms
of composition.
The teacher is universally encouraging. She says she likes my smudgy
little failures because they are imaginative.
I wonder what imaginative means in the context of photography. Does it
mean more than selecting what to see?
One day, the teacher takes us to the local museum to see an exhibit on
documentary photography. The curator shows us Goya prints of men hanging
from trees with their arms cut off, babies skewered on bayonets, women
dragged away by soldiers. Their captions: I saw it; This happened; This too.
The curator says Goya’s prints prefigure documentary photography
because he presents images of what happened without imaginatively intervening,
in other words without using his imagination to ameliorate the violence of
these incidents.
I manage to stand very still and look thoughtful as I watch a woman
being dragged from the frame. Watch her feet kick volcanoes of dirt from the
ground. Watch her last claw against his face, defeated less by his strength than
by her knowledge of what will happen next.
She and I know the imagination isn’t ameliorative.
Some animals turn on their young and devour them, danger real
or imagined.
Or you on the roof in your silver dress unable to imagine yourself a raped
woman and now you can’t imagine yourself as anything else.
But I am other things, the imagination insists. A thing LB says can’t write
about history; a thing with her face pressed to the television screen.
A thing that can make her own images, even if they are speckled and
populated by vague shapes.
A thing that can identify colors in reference books and write them down.
A thing that participates in the task of categorizing.
Categorizing makes us feel satisfaction, creates a relationship between
object and categorizer. It is a human task, a way of beginning.
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LB said, One of your problems is your ambition. You’re a very ambitious poet.
My ambition is to not watch cop shows before noon.
Often this is a failed enterprise, but I’ve been trying to write a little
every day.
My tactic is to open Leiter’s catalogue to a photo and record what I see.
Their composition principle is much-ness. A frame crammed so full it is near
breaking. Then he adds another mailbox. It’s as if he has grabbed a handful
of the city and threw it up in the air. Buses, umbrellas, mailboxes, reflections,
raincoats—no horizon line.
They seem so alive to me. Not like a creature is alive, but like a beehive
or a fort readying for war.
Alive like a threshing machine is hungry or how the ceiling lights flicker
on above the librarian as she wheels her cart through the stacks.
Alive like the sounds that start me awake and I know, though I cannot
see, that something is clawing the siding trying to get under the porch and
conceal herself.
*

Strange, one might think, to be a raped woman writing about an elderly male
photographer. But I’ve never met him, never spoken to him, so I imagine him
however I want.
I imagine him genderless as a wind turbine-silver, benevolent, wise.
*

One day, I tell SP what happened.
We’d gone to McAlister’s in the strip mall. It was packed post'church with
white families, their wiggling children in tiny bow ties or crinoline dresses.
She keeps saying oh my god and 1 don’t know what to say, keeps looking
around to make sure no one overheard as her gluey soup threatens to soak
through and collapse her bread bowl.
Meanwhile I dismantle my sandwich, trying to excavate the promise I
read on the menu.
What did you do! She asks. What did the police say?
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1 didn’t go to the police. Why would 1 go to the police? I ask, exploring a
destitute pickle.
For justice.
The word sits on the table like some absurdly shaped archeological object
of obscure use.
I can’t help but laugh.
Laugh so hard SP thinks I am having a nervous breakdown and calls
my mother.
Now I live with my mother.
She is concerned with my sleeplessness and purchased nut-brown
curtains to block out the light.
1 lie in the dark as the day passes.
Sometimes I get up and flip through Leiter’s catalogue.
Sometimes I read and little bits stick in my throat like hunks of meat.
One such bit is an Anne Carson poem about wolves who die from anger.
Once I was a wolf, gnawing at my leg in a trap, but all leg.
Now I spend the morning in bed, rummage around the refrigerator in
the late afternoon, eat crunchy food.
My mother and I eat dinner in the yard or while watching musicals
on television.
Cop shows are strictly forbidden.
It helps that when I tell her what SP said about justice she gets the joke.

It has been six months of iceberg lettuce and My Fair Lady. SP says she thinks
I should try dating again, even if just to get out of the house.
She has someone in mind, a tall poet I meet for coffee one afternoon.
He explains to me that poetry is a means to excavate the inner life. He tells
me he wants to get at deeper truths.
Once I saw a painting by Antony Gormley called “Mansion.” It’s of a
man with his arms out and in his pelvis dangles another smaller man.
The little man has strings that connect him to the bigger man part-topart, so strings from the little man’s hands go up the bigger man’s chest
then down his armpits to attach to the big man’s fingers. Even their claw-like
penises are connected with strings split like a trident.
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What I like about Leiter’s photos is that they present things as themselves.
No little bus lurking inside a big bus. Nothing waiting to be excavated.
I am not sure I have a little me dangling inside a big me. Then again, I
know what it’s like to be a steak and a steak is just a steak.
Then I was just an ear listening at the door.
A woman transformed into a giant meaty ear listening for footsteps,
listening for the signal that it will soon be over, listening to a man tell her
what poetry is and poetry is already all she has.
As my date explains to me the rigors of solitude and the need for an inward
gaze, his voice turns me into a meat-ear and I revel in it. I look out from my
meat eyes under meat eyelashes dripping meat juice and my tongue is a scrap
kicked down a grate.
Nothing to excavate here: just meat and ear.
As meat you know what to expect. As meat you are never surprised.
That’s me: meat and ear and sloppy nerves and a restless eye attached
to a collector brain and at my center is a mouth forming, almost ready to say
unspeakable things.
*

Yesterday I visited the aquarium with my 2-year-old niece, who ran up and
down the ramps ignoring the fish. Then suddenly stopped at a tank and
called What’s that1
That 's an octopus.
And I am on a roof listening to the man tell me how they retreat and
retreat until they are flatted against the back of their hollow. How he jams the
spear into the nest and keeps bearing down, twisting as they thrash.
I read the wall text to my niece, explaining these solitary creatures prefer
to walk along the ocean floor, close to spaces they can hide, more apt to flee
than fight. Read, as if by knowledge I can protect this shy animal and fearless
little girl.
The octopus is the photographer, scuttling along the ocean floor, her
caution and her watchfulness never enough.
*
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On the day I finish my poem on the last photograph in the catalogue, we have
our first snow.
Mom and I take her black dog down to the park where I used to sled as a
little girl and the dog bounds through the snow like a cartoon donkey.
I wish, I begin but the thought burns like a choke.
Mom pats my back with a snowy glove. I know. I wish men didn’t, you know,
always feel the need to beat up on us.
For how long had I been hurling insults at that pretty girl in her silver
dress for wearing heels, for going to a party, for talking to a musician. 1 did
this because my imagination came against a blank. There is something off
frame—another possibility—something I have yet to imagine.
To turn from her, or rather to reach towards her and turn together, to
push beyond that blank surface—a task so immense it seems impossible, but
the inevitability of beginning swims up like an image in the developing tray,
sly as joy the task will come.
But for now we laugh at the idea of wishing something like that and
instead chase a dumb dog through the snow.
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